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A wannabe director gets his first taste of the life behind the camera when he witnesses a crime unfold. Starring:Ajay Devgn, . A fast bowler throws his last innings to qualify for the 2011 World Cup. Starring:Irfan Pathan, . A young boy grows up in a way most kids can only dream about. Starring:Govinda, . A team of fearless racers compete in the most grueling motor race in the world.
Starring:Sidharth Malhotra, . A playboy and his estranged wife have a huge fight in the garden of their family's mansion. Starring:Akshay Kumar, . Two widows in small town are forced to fight for the life of their son in a court of law. Starring:Sidharth Malhotra, . A woman earns a black belt in karate in order to secure a place at the Tokyo Olympics. Starring:Jackie Chan, . A nerdy boy tries to get the
girl he likes to like him by sending her strange stuff. Starring:Jayden Bias, . A two-time Formula One World Champion makes one last racing journey. Starring:Samantha Barks, . A rebellious teenage boy takes matters into his own hands when his girlfriend falls for another boy. Starring:Taapsee Pannu, . A group of college students decide to indulge in a drinking game. Starring:Arjun Rampal, . A
neurotic girl discovers an extraordinary talent while attending school. Starring:Bobby Deol, . An aspiring filmmaker and his co-star experience unexpected consequences when their film gets delayed. Starring:Abhishek Bachchan, . In the midst of a political uprising, a young women escapes from a Colombian prison and travels to Ecuador. Starring:Sara Denis, . A young detective and a female cop
solve the mystery of a missing couple. Starring:Natasha Dias, . A fictionalized account of the career and life of boxer Muhammad Ali. Starring:Akshay Kumar, . The main antagonist of the film is a former con artist who believes that he can retrieve an important childhood friend through manipulation. Starring:Nick Cannon, . 82157476af
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